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We report a detailed Monte Carlo study of the magneti properties of
double ex hange model in the highly anisotropi hopping integral t =tab
regime. We nd that the resistivity upturns at low temperature is related
to the suppression of ferromagneti arrangement, a ompanied by strong
spin u tuations. This anomalous magneti behavior omes from the ompetition between the redu ed interlayer double ex hange oupling and the
thermal frustration of the ordered two dimensional ferromagneti layer,
whi h leads to a mixture of ferromagneti and antiferromagneti lusters.
PACS numbers: 75.50.C , 75.30.Et, 75.30.m, 72.10.d
1. Introdu tion

Cubi perovskite manganese oxides has stimulated onsiderable interest be ause of their olossal magnetoresistan e (CMR) ee ts, showing an
extremely large hange in resistan e in response to applied magneti eld.
But for immediate te hnologi al appli ations to swit hing devi e to be viable, great improvements are required in the development of new CMR materials operating at low eld. One of the onvin ing andidates for the
low-eld CMR materials is the so alled Ruddlesden-Popper series, a hieved
by building series of intergrowths of multiple perovskite slabs. Parti ularly
the n = 2 member of (La, Sr)n+1 Mnn O3n+1 has drawn a lot of attention
due to its unique two dimensional (2D) stru tural nature [1℄. The most notable feature of these materials is the o urren e of a large tunneling magnetoresistan e (TMR) below T [2℄. Re ently Kimura et al. has observed
a remarkable enhan ement of interplane TMR, ree ting the eld-indu ed
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dimensional rossover of the harge-transport [3℄. These nontrivial spin and
harge dynami s may be ru ial to understand the unusual TMR ee ts
observed in the layered manganites.
2. Theoreti al des ription and Monte Carlo results

The anisotropi double ex hange (DEX) model Hamiltonian an be written as [4℄
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where hij i and hll0 i indi ate the nearest neighbor pairs of intraplane and interplane sites respe tively, and h is an external magneti eld. The ee tive
ab
hopping integral an be written as tab
ij = tab os(ij =2) and tll0 = t os(ll0 =2)
where ijab and ll0 are the relative angle between nearest neighbor Mn4+ ions
in the intraplane and interplane, respe tively. Monte Carlo al ulation [5℄
has been performed mostly on 6  6  6 latti es with periodi boundary
onditions. Unless stated otherwise, we take tab = 1 (we set t = tab ) as the
unit of energy, and t = 0:2t.
P
Fig. 1(a) shows the al ulated magnetization M = h i Siz i as a fun tion
of temperature for the zero magneti eld and h = 0:01t whi h orresponds
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Fig. 1. The temperature dependen e of magnetization (a) and resistivity (b) for
the highly anisotropi ratio of hopping integral t =tab = 0:2.
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to about 5 T if we take t = 0:2 eV. With de reasing temperature, the zeroeld magnetization in reases to a maximum near T  = 0:03t and then drasti ally de rease below T  . The applied magneti eld greatly enhan es the
magnetization, and eventually rea hes to the saturated value of M=Mo at
low temperature. This unusual magneti order with in omplete saturation
is strongly orrelated with the spin disorder s attering.
In the presen e of the spin disorder s attering via DEX intera tion [6℄,
we phenomenologi ally assumed that the u tuation of the arriers arising
from u tuating random potential an be written as [4℄

hPi;R;Æ1 ;Æ2 ti;i+Æ1 tPi+R;i+R+Æ2 i hPi;Æ1 ti;i+Æ1 i2

;
h i;Æ1 ti;i+Æ1 i2

(2)

~ represents sites on three dimensional (3D) latti e and any of the
where R
ve tors x^, y^, and z^ onne ting a site to one of the nearest neighbors denote
as ~Æ1 and ~Æ2 . It is worth noting that Eq. (2) is a generalization of the
result by Kubo and Ohata [7℄ where only the shortest hopping orrelation
~ = 0, is taken into a ount.
of s attering, i.e., R
Fig. 1(b) shows the T -dependen e of =o . A sharp drop of zero-eld
resistivity is observed near T  0:07 due to the robust 3D ferromagneti
spin alignment via the DEX me hanism, and a sharp upturn in  o urs
near T  . This reentrant insulating phase is strongly orrelated with the
observed unusual magneti arrangement at low temperature regimes. Upon
applying magneti eld, this upturn drops sharply, resulting in a very high
magnetoresistan e (=  ((0) (h))=(0)) whi h is 99% at T = 0:012t.
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To study this unusual magneti properties, we onsider
P spin-spin orrelations among the lassi al spins dened as w(r)  N1 i S~i  S~i+r . Figure 2
shows w(r) vs T for several values of latti e sites ~r and t = 0:2. The
planer orrelation for ~r = (1; 0; 0) is robust even for the low temperature
limit. Below T < 0:05t, however, the robust ferromagneti orrelation along
the -axis is drasti ally redu ed for ~r = (0; 0; 1) and the weak antiferromagneti orrelation is enhan ed for ~r = (0; 0; 3), ree ting the magneti domain
stru ture.
3. Dis ussion and summary

The upturn behavior found in this study under the external eld is well
related to the low eld TMR ee ts observed in the layered manganites [2℄.
Our results suggest that the ferromagneti ex hange oupling between the
adja ent bilayers an be weakened due to the redu ed dimensionality whi h
makes the harge dynami s more two-dimensional but highly diusive. Su h
a 2D-like ondu tion is ontrolled by the anisotropi hopping integral of
tll0 = t os(ll0 =2) where the eg arriers annot hop between the adja ent
ferromagneti layers if the relative angle ll0 between the adja ent t2g spins
losely rea hes to . In the real materials [2, 3℄ however, ea h de oupled
ferromagneti domain an be aligned by the externally applied eld, ree ting the eld-indu ed dimensional rossover from the quasi two dimensional
magneti domain stru ture to three dimensional long-range ferromagnetism.
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